Headcorn Airfield booking conditions
Please read all sections of this page carefully
Booking Terms and Conditions
1. There is a reservation fee of £70 and a minimum Fundraising Expectation of £325 in addition to the
registration fee.
2. The cost for the training and the jump must be paid on the day of training and this payment is totally nonrefundable even if you do not jump for any reason.
3. Should the weather be unsuitable for jumping on the day it will be up to you to return to the parachute
centre on another occasion(s) if necessary to complete your jump.
4. All booking deposits are completely non-refundable. However, the standard booking deposit is valid for six
months from the date of booking and should you be unable to complete your jump due to inclement weather
alternative arrangements will be made.
5. A fee of £50 will be charged for all cancellations or changes of jump date. This is in addition to the standard
booking deposit and is not in any way deductible from any sponsorship money raised for a charity.

Medical Restrictions
Weight limits of 14½ stone (92kgs) for men and 13½ stone (86kgs) for women (fully clothed) apply to anyone
making their first jump. You may be weighed during registration. Your weight must also be in proportion to your
height.
Anyone aged 16 or 17 must have the correct Declaration of Fitness form witnessed by a parent or guardian and
also a BPA form106 signed by their parent or guardian.
Anyone else taking part must declare any illness or condition that may affect their ability to take part in a
skydive. The principal medical restrictions for all jumps are diabetes, epilepsy, fits, recurrent blackouts, heart or
lung disease, mental illness and some cases of asthma but if you are in any doubt please contact us for further
information. For tandem jumping you must be able to walk unaided, climb a short ladder and lift your knees to
hip level when suspended in a harness. Please let us know if this is the case and we will send a medical
declaration form to you.

Insurance
On payment to the parachute centre of the fee for the training and the jump, all jumpers are covered by the
British Parachute Association Liability Insurance Policy up to £2 million for liability to Third Parties. Please note
that this does not cover you or your dependants for personal injury including death. Personal accident
insurance is available from www.sky-cover.co.uk

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Parachuting is an adventure sport and participation in such sports necessarily involves a risk of injury or death
regardless of the standard of training, supervision and equipment employed. I voluntarily accept all the risks
inherent in the sport and I agree for myself and my personal representatives to indemnify and hold harmless
Skyline Promotions Ltd against any claim or claims whether on my own account or from third parties arising out
of any accident or incident resulting in any loss or damage (including bodily injury and death).

